FAKE NEWS BELOW GOYIM. BEWARE. 😈

I think this can actually be valid to circulate for Future Jewropeans in the new Jewropean Union.

The criteria for such are the following:

1. Are you a worthless parasite that leaves women in their country to fight ISIS terrorists so they can SOLO claim refugee status? Check.
2. Are you a subgroup the jews want in Europe for civil war? Check.
3. Do you have a radical faith or radical affiliation that can clash with the native population (faith must believe in Abraham or some other kike prophet)? Check.
4. Do you lie you come from a warzone when you do not, and like to lie in general? Check.
5. Do you believe you can contribute to the end of the existence of your host country such as let's say with race mixing or having more kids than them? Check.
6. Do you believe that you are entitled to random shit you never worked for just because "CURRENT YEAR GIMME UR HOUSE CUZ WE EQUAL"? Check.
7. Do you want FREE MONEY to experience a new place of existence, without any strings attached free, fresh and rob shackled from other people's tax money? Check.
8. Do you wanna do ALL of the above without the host population saying ONE word after the fear of being called Racist and being expelled from their own civilization due to brainwashing of jews by the populace? Check.
9. Are you preferably a prison inmate, criminal on the run, or at least definitely NOT a normal, religiously uninterested or mediocre working person who is simply from another place, wants peaceful migration to work, and wants to simply work in a different place and return home or come with their family? (If you are such a person you are not of much use to the jewish agenda so do not bother) Check.
10. Do you believe that justice and improvement happen by ransacking productive populations, rather than let's say trying to improve your own country? Check.
11. Do you like to always complain no matter how many freebies and a better life has been given to you, always tormenting productive people to give you MORE over feelings of "humanitarian interest" or whatever other plot the jews come up with? Check.
12. Do you have a racial instinct? If so, are you willing to use it against the host population? If you do not have a racial instinct, do you hate whiteys enough to harm them at least somehow?
13. Are you ready to abolish your own Nationality and roots (this helps us goy, the more vacant Syria, the easier to annex)? Check.
14. Will you ask for reparations every Shabbat, sorry I meant Saturday, and never be satisfied with how much any European Nation will cuck to you? Check.
15. Are you ready to riot streets for George Soros if you do not get the promised gurbs? Check.
16. Do you agree with values of sexually assaulting innocent people for no reason? Check.
If you check in all of the above, Bon Voyage, you're on your way to promised land. The promised land so great, of free gurbs, and free fun. Now please give me 3000€ shekels for it to get you to the Promised Land on A class seat with our super advanced boat and our travel agency.

*ps if you do not find the promised land of jews that of free vagina, iphone 25, and milk and honey and back massages by 10 wives it's not my fault it's yours. Now please deposit the shekels. Thx
*For any questions please go to kike-soros@kalergi.plan for more questions.
*if you drown, remember to blame whitey
*ps 2, fuck u, disgusting goyim, hehe.

-For the Jewropean Pee-Rally-Amend by Jacob Shekelstein, President of the Union

Forum Member [wrote]:

I would have thought the Syrian civil war must be happening in Africa given all the Black Africans and North African Arabs are the majority of all the refugees going into Europe. All being given a boat ride by Jewish owned NGO's of course like George Soros AKA George Schwartz well known order taker and lackey of the same proclaimed "King of the Jews" Rothschild.

Forum Member [wrote]:

Wait a second Goy ermmm guys. Alex Jonestown Jones says George Schwartz is really a nazi because like a typical Jew he preyed on his fellows Jews and stole their shekels to gain more shekels for himself as a young and upcoming Jewish hustler in Hungary. I bet old Schwatz used that position to make all kinds of secret deals with Jews to let them escape out the back door and get bribes to hide them and their stuff as well. That is how shifty the common Jew is. They will Jew their own will helping them at the same time. Oy Veh!

Alex Jewstown Jones of course pretends that Elder of Zion Schwartz is not working for the self proclaimed "King of the Jews" Rothschild's when it's openly known he is. Just like Goldman Sac's top Jews are also invoked in the invasion of Europe along with the Warburg's and other Jewish elites. The entire EU is created and run by Jewish Oligarchs, Rothschild's, Warburg's and on. Pay no attention to the Jewish man behind the curtain putting shekels in Alex Jones pocket everyone.

ss666 [wrote]:

:=)))))) So realistic and yet so funny! Johnny Rebel music intensifies!
HP. Hoodedcobra666 replied:

By the way the 3000 shekels the jews ask for Migrants from poor countries in Africa is a lot of money. It's is a lot for European standards too for a transport. The jew doesn't give a fuck. The goy has to find the shekels. Many people resort to full crime for this. So the jewish crimelords both get few workers AND get paid. The migrants that die also never ask anything of them again.

Another good day in Israel.

Forum Member [wrote]:

If you act like a decent person obviously not. European People are having their children sexually abused, kidnapped and raped, murdered. People are being raped and killed, people are prisoners in their own homes.

Whole areas are no go zones for Whites in their own nations where they will be viciously attacked and racially abused if they go into them by these people. And they are being robbed in taxes to pay for all this against them by Jews. Elderly White People are being kicked out of their own places to put these fucking third world criminals in them. All the while being told they are the haters and the problem for being White. While having their rights trampled on by Jews.

Understand why People might just be a little fed up with this

SatansMan [wrote]:

I was born in Holland with Pakistani Parents. I feel so confused. Am I just shit?

HP. Hoodedcobra666 replied:

Did you come as a drug dealer or rapist and forced yourself in the country, and started raping 5 year old innocents in swimming pools? Or are you an ISIS militant?

You are not related to the above neither are any decent people. People who are there to give genuine work and don't poison Europe are not related in these categories.

This mass invasion has happened for the destruction of Europe. People come to work all the time, attend university, learn etc, but now things have gone out of all control. And this will facilitate hatred whether people like it or not.

You go to London and you don't see locals. Does that sound like reason enough for locals to be pissed off, or should they just die? If you went to Pakistan's capital and only saw Asians there wouldn't you feel horrible and want Asians out? It's only sensible the countries that belong to locals stay belonging to them.
We are not talking about decent migration here, in the low numbers or Tourism.

We are talking of a plan to extinct the whole of Europe.

---

*arabneophyte [wrote]:*

*Hi! I'm a new user interested in Satanism. I'm also non-white like you born to immigrant parents in the US. I relate a lot to the feeling of upset you're talking about but I realized it's not right that any people be made a minority in their own homeland. We should seek to use spiritual knowledge to improve our countries (which is partly what led me to Satanism).*

*In response to the OP, I'd say a lot of Syrian men have stayed and died because of the cruel and unnecessary war. We just never hear about those cases because they are happening far away from the West. Those points are true however.*

**HP. Hoodedcobra666 replied:**

I harbor only positive and brotherly feelings to all SS irrespective of which Gentile race they come from.

As many others have admitted these are facts. And we have to face facts. You know these better than anyone. I actually hate the people that truly 'hate' what it means for everyone here to be different. From those who hate the ancient spiritual knowledge down to those who ridicule the values of biological existence (race).

We haven't done anything to deserve hatred or to deserve our identities to go extinct because of some maniacal jews.

Jews were promoting a GBLT Syrian not long ago in an article commenting about how they felt like they could finally wear high heels (WTF), but when it comes to men bombed to shreds to protect their family in Syria, not a mention. These are the kikes we are dealing with.

You are not "Shit" simply because you were born somewhere. That is absurd. But to forget one's identity and to leave one's racial tree burn, and pretend that you are 'not related' to your people when you are related, flesh and blood, yes, that's an abomination.